Sept. 12  The Economic Impacts of Migrating from New Brunswick to Alberta/and Return to New Brunswick (2pm, 107 Norman Smith Hall) Ted McDonald, Professor, of Economics University of New Brunswick.

Sept. 15  Salience and the Government Provision of Public Goods  Andrew Plantinga Professor of Economics, University of California, Santa Barbara

Sept. 21  Mitchell Lecture on Sustainability Facts versus Values: How can we make better decisions (1pm Hauck Auditorium) Thomas Dietz Thomas Dietz Professor of Sociology and Environmental Science and Policy at Michigan State University

October 13  Conservation and Culture in Costa Rica Tim Waring  Associate Professor School of Economics.

October 20  TBA Kailin Kroetz, Resources for the Future

Nov. 3  The Development of Tourism Satellite Accounts In a Tourism Dependent Region: A Case Study from Wales Max Munday Professor of Economics Cardiff University

Nov. 10  Design and (Dis) function of Japanese Preferential Trade Agreements Kristin Vekasi Assistant Professor of Political Science University of Maine

Nov. 17  Public Preferences for Fished or Farmed Space Caroline Noblet Assistant Professor Economics, School of Economics University of Maine and Keith Evans Assistant Professor Economics, School of Economics and Marine Sciences

Dec. 1  How Tax Reform can Affect Investments in Natural Resources and Public Goods: Estimated Impacts to the Forest Sector Adam Daigneault E.L. Giddings Assistant Professor of Forest Conservation, and Recreation Policy, School of Forest Resources.

Unless noted, all seminars are 3 to 4:00 Fridays in 102 Margret Chase Smith Center UMaine is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution. For more information or to request a disability accommodation, then please contact Karen Moffett at 581-3154 or email at Karen.moffett@maine.edu